
Stay on the forefront of technology with the confidence 
that your data – and your customers’ data – is secure. 
It’s possible to have it all by moving to the cloud. When 
you use Hosting for ProSeries and Lacerte, you can rest 
assured that you’ll get the security and flexibility hosting 
provides for your tax software and future workspaces.

Small Business, 
Smart Cybersecurity
Let us give you confidence and peace of mind.

53%
aim to increase 
their security.

42%
seek secure access to data 

anytime, anywhere.

37%
want safe 

flexible working.

49%
are encrypting 
sensitive data.

38%
need disaster recovery that 

data centers can’t offer.

Join other businesses taking their cybersecurity to the next level with Hosting for ProSeries and Lacerte. 

Visit our website, https://proconnect.intuit.com/desktop-hosting/, or call us to speak with a sales representative: 

844-818-5400.
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Your company can benefit from the built-in security that the cloud offers.
We provide strong and sophisticated protection in the cloud meeting the standards that the government requires – 

with features like enterprise firewall, antivirus protection, and encryption. This means you’re better protected, and you’ll 

have more time back to focus on your business and your customers. 

Why have small business owners switched to the cloud? ¹

Get cybersecurity experts in 

your backend infrastructure 

with Hosting.

Be a part of the 53% of small business owners who feel safe 

with their cybersecurity.²  The average savings from cloud 

migration come to around 15% on all IT spending.³  Plus, 

businesses on the cloud will experience 60% fewer security 

incidents than those using on-premise data centers.4

ProSeries

Hosting for Intuit ProSeries is a monthly add-on subscription service offered for Intuit ProSeries Professional packages only and is not available for ProSeries Basic 

packages. If you purchase Hosting for Intuit ProSeries, a separate ProSeries Network License is required for accounts with 2 or more users. Additional terms, conditions 

and limitations apply. Pricing, features, service and support options are subject to change at any time without notice.

Lacerte

Hosting for Intuit Lacerte is a monthly add-on subscription service. If you purchase Hosting for Intuit Lacerte user licenses, you may not purchase more than the number of 

Lacerte Fast Path licenses on your account. Additional terms, conditions and limitations apply. Pricing, features, service and support options are subject to change at any 

time without notice.
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